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Looking for a good tradesman or service can be a daunting task with many risks. If you are hav

Dealing with an established firm helps with any trust issues. Established firms will be member

Ensure that the company have a genuine office address, check their given telephone numbers and

Recommendation/ word of mouth are usually the best way to find a service provider.
Asking your friends and family to recommend a trader that they have used and are happy with is

If this option is not available to you then it is advisable to ask the trader for any referenc
.
If it is possible to do so look at their previous work or any feedback section that they may h

Make sure that a VAT number is shown on paperwork or relevant correspondence (e-mail for a quo
As mentioned above make sure that they are a member of a reputable trade association.

Ensure that you specify exactly the service that you want provided and when you are happy that

Don´t be embarrassed to get more than one estimate and make your choice based on the guideline
Always make sure that you agree any stage and final payments before the work starts because ch
It is important to ask for an insurance-backed warranty for any work that has been undertaken.
Things to be wary of when employing a company´s service.

So called specialists that use high pressure sales, people that will not take no for an answer
Make sure that you understand everything that you have heard and read before you put your sign

Avoid any advance payments, particularly at the start of the job and any demands for cash paym
If things do go wrong then here are some suggestions that you may find helpful.

Don´t be afraid to speak to your tradesman and tell him that you are not happy with the work d
If this still remains unresolved then you will need to seek further advice and depending on th
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